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Mathematical Model

In order to ensure the solution obtained is within an acceptable range, we
compare our route generation results with an optimized solution computed by
Cplex. We formulate the problem as a Fleet Size and Mix Vehicle Routing
Problem (FSMVRP). Mathematically, the problem is represented as:

Final product

Our Excel software is also able to visualize CC route 
allocation for different suppliers. We use Excel 
PowerMap to generate this visualization. This map is 
also useful in ensuring the credibility of the solution 
generated by our software.

Suppliers colour coded based on CC allocation

Route visualization for a certain week

Given the required specifications, we used Microsoft Excel to develop our software. We coded our
proposed solution heuristics using VBA and developed the interface using macros.

Start by assigning each 
customer with a single vehicle 
that has the smallest capacity 

to service its demand. Each 
customer forms a subtour 

There is a total 
saving resulting
from combining 

two customers into 
one route

Enumerate all possible 
combinations of the 

customers to find the one 
with largest saving and 

combine them into one route

Recursively traverse the whole list 
and repeat the previous steps 

until all demands are fulfilled. In 
this way, each customer is in one 

route (route size >= 1)

The program then proceeds 
to decide the sequence of 
pick-up from customers in 

the same route (using a 
Cheapest Insertion Method )

Final output of the program
are the sequenced routes 

for all Consolidation 
Centres from Week 1 to 4

Overview

Software Specifications

Fast

Easy to 
Learn

Close to 
Optimum

Free

Methodology

Identification of 
client requirement

Data collection & 
cleansing

Proposed solution Result evaluation Feedback collection
Modification & final 

launch

Project Description: This project aims to improve the logistical operational efficiency of DHL in China by developing 
a software. The company is required to collect products from small volume suppliers and send them to 
“Consolidation Centres ”(CC) before they are shipped to overseas plants. There are currently about 180 suppliers and 
4 CCs in China and about 12 plant locations. The number of CCs may subject to change based on the production and 
shipment volumes. 
Our software will assist DHL to plan order consolidation and design milk run routes at a tactical (quarterly master 
routing) and operational (daily to weekly planning) level.

Client Requirement
 Able to determine the optimal number of CCs in service and assign

suppliers accordingly
 Able to generate a near-optimal milk run routing according to customers’

location, demand weight, shipment cost, etc.

Solution
 Use Least Cost Method to allocate suppliers to the most appropriate CC
 Use Savings Heuristics to allocate suppliers different routes and apply

Cheapest Insertion Method to arrange their sequence in the route

Proposed Solution

First step is to decide 
the assignment of 

Consolidation Centres
to all the customers

Assign customers to their 
nearest Consolidation Centre 

(Out of 6 options: Tianjin, 
Dalian, Shenzhen, Xiamen. 

Shanghai and Qingdao)

Based on customers' 
respective final destination, 

the volume of each CC-
Destination route can be 

obtained

Shut down the CC-Destination 
route if the volume is less than
30 cbm (the threshold volume 
is subject to change for users) 

Check the number of CC-
Destination routes for 

each CC, shut down the 
CC if there is no route 

Repeat the above steps until 
there is no more shutting down 
of Consolidation Centres. As a 

result, each customer is assigned 
to one Consolidation Centre

The program proceeds 
to decide milk run 

routes  (using a Saving 
Heuristic). 

Add the new route 
to the to the list of 

customers

 Five sets of randomized sample models of
10, 15 and 20 suppliers with one CC were
developed respectively and tested
independently to measure the efficiency.
Results are summarized in the table to the
right.

 In general, the solution obtained from
heuristics were close to the optimal
solutions. The gap in total cost was less than
5 % up to 20 suppliers, which is within a
reasonable range. The computational time
was also significantly less the Cplex solution.

Performance Evaluation

Before starting the program, 
users are required to prepare 
a list of information as shown. 

After clicking the “Get 
Result” button, the 
program will generate 
the final weekly milk run 
routing for the planning 
horizon of one month. 

After clicking “Assign CC” button, 
the consolidation plan will be 
displayed. The program will 
indicate which CC the suppliers are 
assigned to and the total volume 
consolidated at each CC.
Suppliers with Full Container Load 
(FCL) will be highlighted and 
excluded from the next stage of 
planning.

*Data presented on this poster are fabricated for demonstration purpose only


